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WHO WE ARE.

CPMG is an awardwinning firm providing
services in architecture
and interior design.
Formed in 1997 following the merger of two highly successful
practices in Nottingham, we offer over 20 years of cross-sector
experience and have built a reputation for designing buildings
and spaces that not only meet our clients’ needs but are also
delightful places to be.
Working from our headquarters in Nottingham and our offices in
London and China, we deliver projects across the UK and around
the world.

We’re innovative,
approachable and
creative people.
We believe in designing places that meet
our clients’ needs and ensure all our
designs are crafted for the people, the
purpose and the place. That is our mission.

Architectural services
Masterplanning

Visualisation

BIM

Architectural design

3D modelling

Project delivery

PassivHaus

Consultancy
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Schools
With more than 30 years’ experience
of designing private and state schools,
CPMG has evolved within the changing
educational landscape. We are constantly
learning, gathering knowledge and working
in collaboration with our partners to shape
contextual and responsive learning, working
and socialising environments.
Because education is a dynamic activity, the
spaces that we create are flexible, adaptable,
robust, durable and capable of responding
to new initiatives, evolving teaching
methods, emerging technologies, alternative
organisational structures, increasing
community engagement and varying needs.
For many children, school is often the first
experience of learning and socialising within
a communal environment. It is important that
the physical environment supports children’s
wellbeing, inspires their imagination and
stimulates their ability to enquire and
comprehend. Transformation through
refurbishment allows bland, uninspiring and
constraining environments to become fresh,
engaging and flexible spaces able to respond
to the demands of an evolving education
system.
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Bearsted Primary
and Snowfields SEN
Academies
The project involves the co-location
of Bearsted Primary Academy and
the Snowfields SEN Academy which
provides for secondary Autistic
Spectrum Disorder (ASD).
The layout maximises connectivity
with outdoor spaces and includes
a large sheltered courtyard space.
Overlooking between the Academies
is minimised and each is defined
by a separate teaching wing. The
schools have separate receptions
and shared accommodation such as
leadership offices and kitchens are
located centrally. Entrances are both
welcoming and secure, with dedicated
access for the Nursery. Circulation is
generous and well-considered and the
layout provides opportunities for age
and stage progression

Snowfields specialises in catering/
hospitality and horticulture and the
provision includes polytunnels to grow
food that ultimately may be prepared
in the kitchen and sold in the café.

Location:
Value:

Newark
n/a
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Heathfield Primary
School
Heathfield Primary is a 2FE Primary
School delivered through the SCAPE
EMPA Framework. The school provides
facilities for 420 students over two
floors with associated play areas,
sport pitches and informal and social
outdoor spaces. A MUGA has been
positioned to the North corner of
the site, close to the existing Sport
Centre, avoiding flood light polution to
residents in Kersall Drive.
A 52 FTE places nursery is also
included at ground floor, with a
separate entrance along the south
frontage.

Location:
Value:

Nottingham
n/a
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Rykneld School
The project provides standalone
additional classrooms and associated
facilities to an existing Primary
School. An increase in the capacity for
additional pupils was been identified
to accommodate the anticipated
increased pupil numbers arising from
the housing development on the land
south of Branston.
Two splayed blocks of accommodation
creates 10 new classrooms, a library,
IT suite, staff room, SEN provision
and double height hall with changing
facilities. The school extension is built
within the curtilage of the existing
school site and is fully inclusive,
ensuring accessibility for all students,
teachers and visitors.
Due to the importance of external
amenity spaces associated with
primary schools, landscaping
treatment has been viewed as an
integral part of the design process.

There is a net gain of formal sports
provision, with the retention of all
existing grass sports pitches, hard play
areas and the creation of a new allweather multi-use games area.

Location: Branston
Value:

n/a
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Moat House
Community Primary
CPMG was appointed as architects to
Coventry City Council under a ‘project
partnering’ arrangement with Gallifords
Midlands, to design and construct
the Moat House Community Primary
School.
The building accommodates a 315 pupil
primary school together with New Deal
for Communities facilities, including
centres for adult education and early
years. It is intended as a flagship
for the regeneration of the deprived
Woodend area of North East Coventry
and brings together the interests of
the existing Moat House School and its
community through close liaison and
co-operation with the New Deals for
Communities programme.
This innovative and flexible building
provides education and support in
accordance with the principles of
life-long learning both now and in the

future.
The £3.8m building was named Best
New Building at the Coventry Design
Awards and winner of the West
Midlands RICS Awards Community
Benefit category.

Location: Coventry
Value:

£3.8m
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Moseley Primary School
CPMG was commissioned in 2005 to
design a £3.4m replacement facility
for Moseley Primary School. An overall
masterplan for the site, involving the
introduction of a new community
library and health centre, had been
established by Coventry City Council,
and CPMG worked within this to
develop the school design.
The school was designed using the
BREEAM schools environmental
assessment scheme, and achieved the
target score of ‘good’ by introducing
technologies such as super-insulation,
rainwater harvesting, natural
ventilation, and a planted sedum roof.

Location: Coventry
Value:

£3.4m
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Birmingham Primary
Capital Programme
CPMG have worked with Birmingham
City Council and Wates Construction,
under the Birmingham Construction
Partnership, on the development
of Phases 1, 2 and 3 of the city’s
Primary Capital Programme. This is
a programme of school extensions
and teaching blocks to meet the
needs of increasing pupil numbers in
Birmingham, and has created 1365 new
places in Phase 2, plus a further 1050 in
Phase 3.
The projects involved the addition
of new classroom accommodation
and some remodelling of existing
facilities. The designs were developed
in conjunction with Urban Design,
Birmingham City Council’s architects
department. CPMG were involved in
developing options on the sites and
testing these against the pragmatics

of construction. We then went on to
deliver the schemes with Wates.
Innovatively, all schemes have used
modern methods of construction,
with the thermal envelopes - walls
and roofs - formed in cross-laminated
timber load-bearing panels. This
process significantly reduces the time
spent in construction on site, and also
simplifies construction processes
to reduce noise and waste. As a
result, any disruption to the schools
is reduced to an absolute minimum.
CPMG’s early feasibility work included
the development of a standardised
construction approach which
incorporated these technologies, whilst
retaining an inherent flexibility to deal
with a variety of site constraints and
school requirements.

Location: Birmingham
Value:

£7 - £11m

Phase 1 and 2 Schools
Chadvale Primary School
Colemore Primary School
Park Hill Primary
Clifton Primary School
Hodge Hill Primary (infant and junior)
Robin Hood Primary School

Phase 3 Schools
St. Mary’s Primary School
Featherstone Primary School
Slade Primary School
Nelson Primary School
Worlds Ens Primary School
Value
Phase 1 & 2
Phase 3 		

£11.2M
£7.3M
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Birmingham Primary Capital Programme
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The Suthers School,
Fernwood
Suthers is an entirely new 600 place
Free School with a 230 pupil 6th form
located within the
Fernwood Business Park to the south
of Newark. Run by the Nova Trust, the
vision is to create grammar school
opportunities within the state school
system. The school has a traditional
departmental structure with clustered
hall spaces as a focal point, centralised
staff workrooms, simple zoning of
sports for community use, distributed
staff pastoral offices, a distinct
Student Support suite and a combined
Library & Sixth Form.
The accommodation is sited around
a south facing courtyard and the
landscaping includes substantial
bunding to help mitigate against noise
from the adjacent A1 motorway.

Location:
Value:

Newark
n/a
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Eden Park High
School, Beckenham
Eden Park High School is a new
secondary school for Beckenham,
part of the Education for the 21st
Century (E21C) Multi-Academy Trust.
Accommodating 1200 pupils and 480
sixth-formers, the development also
includes a standalone sports hall with
changing and teaching facilities for
both school and community use.
We have ensured that the School
can maximise the educational use of
every available space, drawing upon
the existing qualities of the site and
minimising the areas given over to
vehicles and public access. The site
offers a superb setting for a school,
with a generous open site area, a
pleasant tree-lined street context, and
beneficial links to the sports fields of
the neighbouring Beckenham Rugby
Club. In response, the site masterplan
has been tailored to create a wide
variety of curriculum- rich outdoor

environments, in addition to the
fantastic courtyard space.

Location: Beckenham
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Harris Academy,
Wimbledon
Accommodating 900 secondary
pupils and 250 sixth form pupils,
the architecture is creatively tailored
to the tapering geometry of the site,
and is directly influenced by, and
supports, the two key pillars of the
Harris Federation ethos: to offer
High Aspiration & Achievement in a
Nurturing Environment.
As the site offers a very restricted
area, further complicated by a
tapering geometry and an easement
for an underground mains sewer, our
proposals take an innovative design
approach to elevate a significant
proportion of the building off the
ground, allowing additional external
social space underneath. This area
benefits from strong connectivity
from the principal ground floor
accommodation, including the main
hall and dining, and so provides an
incredibly useful additional external
resource.

Arranged in a traditional departmental
structure with loose curriculum
groupings, key principals to the design
are a central heart space forming a
focal point; dining and library at ground
floor as a learning hub; twin entrances
supported by office and student
information centre; simple zoning of
sports for community use; distributed
staff offices and strong links to the
outdoor areas.

Location: Wimbledon
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Christ Church C of E
Secondary Academy
A new Free School for Yardley Wood
in Birmingham, Christ Church
provides an excellent learning
and teaching environment for 1150
secondary and sixth form students.
With a specialism in work-related
learning and employability skills
it’s a mature environment with an
identity that draws on the Birmingham
Diocesan Academies Trust’s brand
and Christian ethos. The Trust has
fostered strong links with the local
Maypole football club to ensure that
excellent community sports facilities
are available to both the school and the
community.

Location: Birmingham
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Eastbury School PSBP
Barking, Dagenham
and Newham
Originally a comprehensive school
accommodating 11 – 19 year olds,
this project accommodates the
school’s expansion into an all-through
school catering also for primary age
pupils. The school’s ambition was
that this expansion should develop
independent primary and secondary
blocks, each with their own identity,
but together creating a cohesive
school environment, fostering natural
progression and with the ability to
expand in future from a roll of 1800 to
in excess of 2200.
This expansion, in conjunction with
the retention of a 2006 PFI addition,
presented some challenges in the
planning of the new school estate but
a rational approach, adopting Wates’
Adapt Schools Solution, enabled the
team to realise the school’s ambition.

Location:
Barking, Dagenham and Newham
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Little Ilford School
Formerly a state secondary school
housed within an estate of 1950s/1960s
education buildings in the London
Borough of Newham, the school now
provides high-quality, flexible, and
well-considered new accommodation
for a 10FE (1500 pupils) multi-cultural
cohort, and will benefit both the school
and the local community. In addition, a
specialist 25-place facility for students
with behavioural and learning issues is
provided.
The school’s original sports hall
has been retained, refurbished and
supplemented with new changing and
teaching facilities.
The footprint has been influenced by
the site constraints whilst the internal
layout effectively reflects the detailed
requirements for efficient delivery of
the school’s proposed curriculum. With
accommodation arranged over four
stories, navigating the school is simple
and legible via rational circulation

routes. Creating an efficient building
footprint the design maximises the
area of the site that can be given over
to landscaping.

Location: Barking, Dagenham & Newham
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North Cambridge
School
Formerly known as The Manor or
Manor Community College after The
Manor Farm adjacent, the original
school was purpose built in 1959
as a flagship school in Cambridge
with a pupil capacity of 460. The
new £6m secondary school is a
direct replacement for the original
accommodation on the same site,
and caters for an increased role of 750
pupils.
The school employs the efficient
construction principles embodied in
Wates Adapt Schools Solution whilst
successfully balancing the sensitive
requirements of Cambridge’s planning
strategy.
The school accommodation is arranged
over two floors and minimises any
single storey elements and the
footprint on the site, thus maximising
the efficiency of the construction.

The design also makes efficient use
of external hard spaces to ensure
maximum multi-use functions plus an
extensive soft landscaping strategy to
maintain a feeling of openness across
the site and creating a rationalised
vehicular and pedestrian circulation
access. The potential for future
expansion has been considered and
‘built-in’ to the design strategy.

Location: Cambridge
Value:

n/a
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North Cambridge School
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XP School
Located adjacent to Doncaster Rover’s
Keepmoat Stadium, this £5.6m free
school is a purpose-built, two-storey
facility spanning a total surface area
of 2,954 sq m - half the size of the
Keepmoat pitch - and boasts flexible
learning spaces for 350 students aged
11 to 19 years.
Students at XP School benefit from
a personalised curriculum, which
places focus on an authentic learning
experience. This experience-based
learning curriculum is modelled on the
practices of the extremely successful
charter schools of High Tech High, San
Diego and of Expeditionary Learning
Schools in the USA and is designed
to prepare children for success in the
modern world.
The accommodation is arranged over
two storeys and is based on a compact,
superblock design allowing an efficient
circulation diagram, with generous
circulation routes, ensuring minimum

Location: Doncaster
Value:

travel distances between teaching
spaces. The teaching spaces are
arranged around a large double height
void running through the building
ensuring the centre of the building
remains flooded with light.

£5.6m
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XP School
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Forster Academy
In response to increase population
pressures, Fenby Avenue Academy was
commissioned as a completely new 7FE
(1050 pupils) secondary school, aligned
with the government’s agenda for basic
need provision.
At a cost of circa £13m, the 7,700m2
school embodies the principles
of Wates’ Adapt Schools Solution,
delivering an efficient and effective,
high quality learning and teaching
environment.
The accommodation is predominantly
provided over 2 storeys, with a partial
3 storey element, minimising the
footprint on the site and maximising
the efficiency of the construction. The
building form creates a series of semienclosed courtyard spaces providing
both social and learning environments.
A separate sports facility block is
located adjacent the new academy
and include a 4 court multipurpose

hall, activity studio and changing
facilities that can be used by the
local community subject to academy
policies.

Location: Bradford
Value:

£13m
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The Quest Academy
Selected by Croydon Council to
be the sponsor of Croydon’s sixth
academy, the Coloma Convent Girls’
School, brings strength of vision
and an outstanding track record of
achievement and excellence having
been a provider of education in Croydon
for 140 years.
The £16m academy provides learning
and teaching to 900 secondary age
pupils and a sixth form cohort 215 and
includes a state-of-the-art theatre,
innovative learning areas and hi-tech IT
facilities. Combining Monks Hill Sports
Centre and a new landscaped green
space on the site of the old school, the
community is very much engaged with
the school.
The design of the school embodies
the principles of Wates’ Adapt Schools
Solution.
Dispersed in three distinct curriculum
wings, the accommodation converges

at the building’s ‘heart space’, a three
storey circulation hub which portrays
the academy in ‘microcosm’. The heart
space contains a wide, open staircase,
lift and student toilets at each level.
This top lit space provides both visual
and physical connectivity between
the different teaching clusters at all
levels of the building and also provides
fantastic opportunities for display and
information dispersal for students
and visitors. The simple and legible
layout provides ease of wayfinding for
students and also provides staff with
ample supervision opportunities, with
the whole circulation spaces in the
blocks being visible from the central
core area.

Location:

Croydon

Value:

£16m
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The Quest Academy
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Discovery Academy
A £20m 11-16 co-education Academy
with a capacity for 1,350 students. The
Academy is located on the site of the
old Willfield Community Centre, in
the Bentilee neighbourhood of Stokeon-Trent and replaces the current
Edensor High School and Technology
College and Mitchell High School. The
Discovery Academy’s name aligns with
its objectives to provide excellence in
education and equip pupils with both
a love of learning and with the skills to
develop ‘employability for life’.
The building design envisages a
faculty-based organisation in which
subject areas are co-located to foster
collaboration and project based
learning opportunities within distinctly
identifiable teaching clusters.
The main entrance welcomes the
staff, pupils and visitors into a
dramatic double height ‘agora’ space.
From there, a clear circulation spine
provides horizontal access to all

areas of the building. The more public
zones are distinct from the secure
teaching environments, which include
communication, numeracy, humanities,
sciences and design and technology.
Cross-school accommodation includes
music and drama facilities, a sports
hall and associated dance and fitness
studios and a learning resource centre.
These elements are located to allow
ease of use by the community.

Location: Huntingdon
Value:

£12.5m
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Discovery Academy
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De Warenne Academy
De Warenne Academy originally
comprised of tired late 20th century
buildings.

and these are used to good effect
to contrast with large open areas of
glazing promoting a welcoming aspect.

The hilltop site benefits from excellent
views over the surrounding landscape,
including the scheduled ancient
monument of Conisbrough Castle, and
the industrial heritage of a railway
viaduct. Developed in close liaison
with English Heritage, the design is
a considered approach to its unique
context.

The arrangement of the
accommodation provides a clear
distinction between facilities
grouped for wider community use,
and the curriculum learning zones,
with principal entrances set into a
lightweight glazed element linking
these two wings. This provides a strong
and clear, architectural statement at
the new Academy entrance.

The plan form reinforces this
connection by locating the four
principal learning zones in a striking
position on the edge of the plateau
to capitalise on the views, and by
establishing history and geography
accommodation at first floor to
maximise the inherent educational
potential.
The detailed design of the elevations
incorporates elements which reflect
a defensive castle-like architecture,

Location: Doncaster
Value:

n/a
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Outwood Academy
Thanks to the success of Campsmount
Technology College, used as the case
study for the key recommendations of
The Sebastian James Education Capital
Spending Review, CPMG and Wates
secured a further two academy projects
in Doncaster.
The first of these new projects was
Outwood Academy, a secondary school
for 1,350 pupils, including a substantial
sixth form in Adwick-le-Street,
Doncaster. The proposals created new
purpose-built facilities for the academy
on its existing fields to the south-west
of the original school buildings. The
new accommodation consisted of
two buildings - a principal teaching
facility with a separate sports centre to
maximise potential for community use.
The proposals established a strong
frontage to Great North Road. Key,
large-scale facilities such as the main
hall, dance and drama faculties and
learning resource centre are situated on
this elevation. A generous overhanging

roof shades the upper storeys from the
western sun and provides a unifying
element across the facade. This, and
the three-storey arrangement of the
academy, gives a fitting sense of scale
and presence.

Location: Adwick, Doncaster
Value:

£16m
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Campsmount
Technology College
CPMG designed the first new school
building under Michael Gove’s
streamlined schools procurement
programme.
Working with Wates Construction,
CPMG was awarded the contract
to design the £8m Campsmount
Technology College for Doncaster
Metropolitan Borough Council. The new
building replaced the college’s former
premises that were destroyed by fire
in 2009. It took less than five months
from inception to securing planning
consent and work starting on site.
The project included construction of
the main building, which was designed
using Revit Building Information
Modelling software, together with new
access roads, landscaping and new
sports pitches. The design created a
new identity for the college, expressing
its technology specialism. The college’s

relationship with its community
is cemented through the provision
of sport and dedicated multi-use
facilities.

Location: Doncaster
Value:

£10m
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Ecclesbourne School
Sports Centre
The detailed masterplan undertaken by
the school highlighted the inadequacy
of the existing provision for internal
sports, which fell significantly under
the recommended areas for sports in
schools.
Sports Centre Phase 1a: Dry Sports
The brief sought to address the
shortcomings in school and
community indoor sports facilities. The
first phase encompassed the creation
of a new Sport England standard fourcourt sports hall, plus a fitness suite,
dance studio and PE classroom, with
associated changing and support
facilities, all fronted by a generous
public-facing entrance reception space.
Sports Centre Phase 1b: Swimming
This site for the Sports Centre was
originally occupied by an outdoor
swimming pool. Despite its obvious
limitations, this facility was well used

by the school, and the second phase
of development was to provide a yearround indoor replacement of a 25 x 10m
indoor swimming pool, with associated
changing and support facilities.
For expediency the planning approval
for both phases was sought, and
gained, at the same time. Funding for
the swimming pool is currently being
sought.

Location:
Value:

Duffield
n/a
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Ecclesbourne School
Core Facilities
The development of the new sports
centre had wide ranging implications
on the rest of the school campus,
creating numerous opportunities to
improve teaching and social facilities.
The Core Facilities project capitalised
upon these opportunities, reconfiguring
and refurbishing the existing
gymnasium as a dining hall, and
rationalising an existing and inefficient
split kitchen facility to enhance the
catering facilities in support of this
new arrangement.
A dedicated sixth form science
base was created from the disused
secondary kitchen space, contributing
to an increased post-16 capacity in the
school.

Additionally, the old and now defunct
sports changing areas were completely
remodelled to provide new performing
arts and music facilities.
These works were funded by a
successful ACMF funding application
CPMG coordinated with the school.

Location:
Value:

Duffield
n/a
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Ecclesbourne School
Maths Extension and
MFL Block
The school had developed a new maths
block some 10 years previously however
increased pupil numbers had put the
facility under pressure. The existing
building form with its mono pitch
roof and aerofoil eaves was extruded
creating an additional two maths
classrooms and extended corridor,
indistinguishable from the original.
The brickwork and timber laminate
panels with large areas of curtain
walling continue the materials palette
used on a number of the more recent
school buildings. Internally the
classrooms benefit from the increased
volume generated by the pitched roof.
As part of the school wide review, it was
established that creating a stand-alone
MFL Block would allow the Humanities

department to be consolidated in the
main body of the school with little
disruption.
Constructed largely of buff brick, with
panels of timber laminate and render,
the new facility creates a fine gateway
into the school. Each floor has three
light and airy classrooms linked by
a generous staircase and disabled
access lift. The upper floor has an
additional internal tutorial space with
roof lights, sitting over a suite of toilets
on the ground floor.

Location:
Value:

Duffield
n/a
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Ecclesbourne School
New Theatre and
English Block
With CPMG’s support, the school were
successful in their bid for a further
round of ACMF funding in early 2015.
This pahse of the masterplan was for
a new theatre and english department
building, replacing an existing teaching
block which suffered undersized
spaces and was in increasingly poor
repair.
At the heart of the project, and the
proposed design, is a highly flexible
theatre space,. This provides a venue
for performances and presentations
with audiences of up to 300, but is
subdivisible into two studio spaces to
maximise use.
A state-of-the art audio visual control
suite overlooks this from a first floor
gallery, and electrically operated
bleacher seating ensured the room

configuration can be rapidly changed.
The theatre facilities are optimised for
community events, in a suite which
features a spacious foyer space, and
capability of expansion into adjacent
classrooms for break-out and social
use. The english department facilities
includes ten classrooms with super
views overlooking the first XI pitch, and
a flexible seminar suite overlooking
the theatre space itself.

Location:
Value:

Duffield
n/a
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Coundon Court
Coundon Court is a successful
secondary school and specialist
technology college to the north west
of Coventry. It occupies a semi-rural
parkland setting in designated green
belt on the Coundon Wedge, an area
of outstanding natural beauty. The
Old House, locally listed, provides the
administrative heart of the campus
and focus of activities.
CPMG was appointed to design
a dedicated Post-16 facility, and
performing arts facility, accessible
for the secondary cohort. Studies
demonstrated that the site constraints
highlighted only two areas for possible
development, an existing ‘enclosed’
playground to a residential boundary,
and the site of the existing sixth form
college. The sensitivities presented by
‘Green Belt’, meant that close liaison
with local conservation societies was
key. Open, honest and transparent
communication, formally and

informally, was necessary to ensure
that both parties and the environments
needs, were met.
The conservation society was
supportive, with the belief that the
designs went a long way towards
improving the building and worked well
with the Green Belt.

Location: Coventry
Value:

£3.8m
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Stoke Park School
CPMG was commissioned to design a
new sixth form centre for Stoke Park
School and Community Technology
College in Coventry. The former sixth
form centre was housed in temporary
accommodation and the school
wanted to replace this with a purposedesigned multi-functional building that
responded to the dynamic teaching and
learning needs of a sixth form.
The new facility is a two-storey
building providing 956 square metres
of accommodation. The building
is naturally lit and ventilated with
clerestory glazing allowing both
light and air to enter the deeper plan
classrooms, providing the school with
a comfortable and healthy, low energy
working environment.
The building was designed to be
flexible, with internal partitions that
can be re-positioned in order to adapt
to changing class sizes and future
teaching requirements. The new
sixth form centre includes teaching

and learning spaces, library and
ICT areas and specialist teaching
accommodation, including science labs
and a music suite.
The building also includes a renewable
energy system to minimise the fossil
fuel consumed by the building; the
majority of its heating will be supplied
by a ground source heat pump,
providing a sustainable energy solution
for the school.

Location: Coventry
Value:

£1.9m
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Harington School
Harington School is a new Sixth Form,
set up as a free school, and associated
with the highly successful Catmose
College in Oakham. It offers places for
300 pupils with a focus on traditional
core subjects in the arts, humanities
and sciences.
The formal teaching spaces are
wrapped around a flexible central
library heart space, which provides
opportunities for formal and informal
learning, events and assembly. This
arrangement eliminates the need for
corridors, and provides a sophisticated
environment in keeping with the
maturity of the sixth form clientele.
Externally, the building is sensitive to
the materials palette from the adjacent
College buildings, whilst establishing
an individual identity of its own.

Location: Oakham
Value:

n/a
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Bilborough College
One of the UK’s leading sixth form
colleges selected CPMG’s sympathetic
design for its new facilities. The student
experience at Bilborough College is set
to be enhanced by the varied parkland
setting, landscaping, sensitive planting
and remodelling.
Currently offering state of the art
teaching, learning and sport facilities
for circa 1800 students studying
for A-levels and the International
Baccalaureate, the new facilities will
create a positive environment for young
adults and teachers.
Major elements of the design for
Bilborough College include a stepped
amphitheatre, located between the
college and the sports hall with a
dedicated ‘wet land’ area to create a
sustainable draining system within the
site.
The teaching clusters are united by a
linear, top-lit street which provides the

primary circulation route across all
levels of the building creating ample
areas for socialising.
The design of the new building fully
exploits the natural contours of the
landscaped site to reduce the apparent
height and massing of the new building
visually. Four-storey accommodation
on the northern side of the street
accompanied with three-storey to
the south ensures the building sits
comfortably within its appealing
setting.

Location: Nottingham
Value:

£17m

ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE &
& INTERIOR
INTERIOR DESIGN
DESIGN
People.
Purpose.
People. Purpose. Place.
Place.

SEN
Schools
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Kemball SEN School
Concept designer and Lead Architect
on site for a 6,200 sq.m new build
Special Educational Needs School built
under the BSF programme. Kemball
specialises in the education of children
with a range of complex cognitive
needs from severe to profound and
multiple learning difficulties (SLD/
PMLD), and Autistic Spectrum Disorder
(ASD). The building is designed to
accommodate 140 students between
the ages of 3 and 19 and will be
co-located with the new mainstream
Ormiston Academy as part of an
overall campus masterplan to promote
positive inclusion and partnership.
The school aspires to be at the leading
edge of technology assisted learning
and communication which includes
outreach support initiatives, and aims
to become a Centre of Excellence.
The scheme creates an inspiring
and stimulating sensory learning
environment centred round the idea of
inclusion, achievement, flexibility and

creativity. Key features of the design
include; 22 general and 3 specialist
teaching classrooms, sensory and
soft play rooms, physiotherapy PMLD
gym, large multifunctional hall with
adjoining music and drama room,
Learning Resource Centre, post 16
training flat, medical room, a feature
staff admin pod, external sensory
adventure play equipment and a
specialist hydrotherapy pool for out of
hours community use.

Location:
Value:

Stoke On Trent
£13m

ARCHITECTURE & INTERIOR DESIGN
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Kemball SEN School
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Garston Manor School
Garston Manor School provides
teaching and learning facilities for
secondary age pupils with complex
learning needs and helps to prepare
them for adult life. In this very safe
and secure environment, the school
caters, largely, for pupils with moderate
learning difficulties (MLD), autistic
spectrum disorder (ASD) and speech,
language and communication needs
(SLCN). Some also have secondary
needs in the areas of behavioural and
emotional or physical and sensory
difficulties.
Site constraints and planning
restrictions imposed by two local
authorities, necessitated the
construction of the new school in
close proximity to the south side
of the existing building line. This
embodied the usual challenges and
opportunities presented by working
in a live school environment: health
and safety, security, curiosity and
learning opportunities. In addition,

the special needs and sensitivities
of the pupils required an additional
layer of careful planning of site
establishment, construction activities
and engagement in the design process.
All classrooms have direct access to
the external environment, each with
a dedicated, safe, hedge-lined and
landscaped garden. Durable seating,
artificial grass, evergreen planting and
canopies promote outdoor teaching,
informal activities and pastoral needs.

Location:
Value:

Watford
n/a
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EGAS: Ernesford Grange
& Alice Stevens School
This £13.8m school provides a direct
replacement for the former Ernesford
Grange Secondary School, first opened
in 1972 as one of the first suburban
community colleges in the country, and
Alice Stevens Special School.
Accommodating 1,025 pupils aged
11-19 years, including a specialist ADHD
SEN unit for an additional 10 pupils,
Ernesford Grange adjoins Alice Stevens
which in turn provides 150 pupil places.
This special school element is tailored
to respond to a broad spectrum of
learning difficulties, including ASD
(Autistic Spectrum Disorder), MLD
(Moderate Learning Difficulties, SLD
(Severe Learning Difficulties), and
PMLD (Profound & Multiple Learning
Difficulties).
As a proportion of the School’s site falls
within the designated green belt area
of the Sowe Valley, the school has been

developed in such a way as to minimise
the impact on the character and extent
of the green belt.
Although the total cohort was
increased, efficient planning of
the accommodation focusing on a
predominantly three storey massing of
the secondary element mitigated the
impact on this important green swathe.
The school’s outdoor curriculum vital for the academic, emotional and
pastoral development of the pupils – is
supported through a variety of outdoor
spaces including separate hard and
soft play spaces for each learning
phase.

Location:

Coventry

Value:

£13.8m
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Castle Wood SEN School
Appointed by Coventry City Council to
deliver the first phase of its Inclusion
and SEN Strategy to transform special
schools in Coventry. The aim was to
provide high quality, state of the art
provision for the most severely disabled
pupils in the east of the city offering
increased opportunities for social and
educational integration.
The £9m primary special school is
co-located with Moat House School,
a mainstream primary school, which
includes a Children’s Centre, also
designed by CPMG and completed in
2004. The Broad Spectrum Primary
School provides 3,750 square metres
of accommodation and replaces two
existing special schools, Hawkesbury
SLD School and Deedmore MLD School.
The design of the special school
explored the potential to develop
facilities that mainstream pupils
could use to encourage an inclusive
whole-school approach. These facilities
include a sensory room, hydrotherapy

pool, soft play facilities and outdoor
learning environments.
Co-location with a mainstream school
provides increased opportunities
for pupils to share resources and
activities, such as play activities,
lunchtimes, assemblies and curriculum
activities but the new building has
also been designed to ensure it retains
its separate identity and can run
independently.

Location: Doncaster
Value:

£10m

ARCHITECTURE & INTERIOR DESIGN
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Castle Wood SEN School
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Edith Borthwick
School
A £5m special needs school in
Braintree, Essex, accommodating 186
pupils aged 3 to 19 years with a range
of special needs including PMLD, PNI,
SLD, MLD/Complex, SLD/Complex, ASD
and BESD.
The school occupies a former greenfield
site, previously associated with the
neighbouring sports facility and
bisected by a water main, heavily
influencing the effective planning of the
site: the new 2 storey building, access
road, car parking and drop-off occupy
that part of the site accessible from
the existing access road, whereas sport
and informal play is largely provided on
that part of the site, across the water
main easement.
The design has been approached to
align with the school’s ethos to provide
a high quality, inclusive, cohesive
and responsive environment. A rich

palette of learning spaces is provided
including a music and drama suite,
science studio and soft play. Teaching
spaces are arranged in pairs over 2
floors, sharing a central quiet room and
toilets. The storage of mobility aids has
been carefully considered and provided
across the school, at the point of need.

Location:
Value:

Braintree
£5m
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Alternative
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Springwell
Academies
Springwell Grantham Academy is a
new build alternative provision school
for the Wellspring Academy Trust. The
school is one of three new build schools
(Lincoln, Grantham and Mablethorpe)
procured by the Wellspring Trust
through the EFA Regional Framework.
It provides specialist teaching
accommodation for 63 challenging
and vulnerable children based on the
nurture concept of education.

Location:

Lincolnshire
Value:

--
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